CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Nowadays google maps is really popular, it used to search the places that haven’t been visited the features of google maps is really helpful in looking for the location that has medium to high rating and find the location easily. Therefore the people who visited the place or city can use google maps application on their gadget so they know the places that they visited from medium rating to high rating the same value will be determine by consider the rating which is given using formula as cosine similarity.

After got same value for each pair of item, its predicted next it will be looked for user tourist for these items, it seen from they can use the google maps to visit the tour in Semarang by knowing the medium to high rating.

1.2 Scope

1. Sharing tourism places in Semarang
2. Sharing rating of each tourism place in Semarang

1.3 Objective

The purpose of this project is to create a program to develop recommendations on tourism in Semarang based on rating using Google maps so people who visited Semarang can find tourism places checking the rating of places from 3 stars to the highest in Semarang.